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Abstract 

 
The offered article reveals ethnic identity research problems based on folklore materials such as Proverbs of the Tatar people. 
The assumption expresses and locates in the article that proverbs are reliable language source when designing ethnic identity. 
The special attention is paid to such values, as "Mine - Alien "and" Family. Determination of ethnic identity is actual because of 
an intensive process of globalization presently. Uncountable contacts between ethnos unify material and spiritual cultures of 
the nations, changes of habits and behavior of people, influences their values that leads to loss of individual and ethnic identity 
(Karabulatova, 2013; Karabulatova, Polivara & Zamaletdinov, 2014; Sayfulina et al, 2013; Zamaletdinov et al, 2014 & 
Karabulatova & Akhmetova, 2015). The lost of cultural values even one small people conducts to the impoverishment of all 
humanity’s culture. The knowledge of national features of ethnoses is of great importance for any multiethnic community leads 
to bigger mutual understandings, allows to prevent interethnic intensity and prevents conflict situations. 
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 Introduction 1.

 
Globalization has sharply aggravated problems of preservating the linguistic and cultural identity of Tatars and Turkic 
people. In public discourse into the forefront fears to lose own identity act (Zamaletdinov et al, 2014). 

Identity as a many-sided phenomenon and complex concept even more often became today object of research for 
various scientific disciplines (Ryazantsev et al, 2014; Ryazantsev et al, 2015 & Pismennaya et al, 2015). Researchers of 
different branches direct the efforts to search for the hidden meanings using tools of science; however, the source of 
knowledge in most cases is language. Language is a confession of the people, and it is possible to hear its nature, soul 
and life (Hrolenko & Bondaletov, 2004). It is hard to overestimate the importance of language as the people, and 
language can not be presented one without another. Language disappears and, as a result, the ethnic identity of its 
carriers is lost. Consequently, they passed and assimilated on another ethnic environment. (Karabulatova, Koyche & 
Gultyaev, 2013; Karabulatova, Sayfulina & Akhmetova, 2013 & Yusupov & Karabulatova, 2014). Each person feels the 
native language, its system influences on thinking manners and determinant of certain installations (Ostrovskaya et al, 
2015; Khachmafova et al, 2015; Karabulatova & Polivara, 2015 & Ryazantsev et al, 2014). It is unconditional that 
Proverbs accumulate in themselves popular wisdom, but we have to recognize that their external registration is not the 
stiffened form, it also evolves together with ethnos, and during functioning there are invariants of these proverbs which 
staticizes certain semantic components of concrete expression. 

All researchers note obvious interrelation of the people and language, to track ethnic identity in system of set 
expressions which proverbs, sayings, phraseological units and other paremias (Wy kiewizc, 1998; Waltke, 2005 & Dell, 
2006). It is necessary to recognize that the Tatar proverbs, also as well as proverbs of other people of the world are used 
in two values: direct and figurative. The complexity of transfer of the Tatar proverbs in the European languages is 
connected with that the majority of them cannot be taken literally as then, they get an absurd sense. From all collected 
proverbs, examples of semantic field "Family" with figurative sense makes about 200 cases that make 92% from all 
examples. At the same time as proverbs with direct sense are presented only in 47 examples that makes about 18% of 
assembled selection. Complexity in the Tatar culture belongs to nomadic cultures, and culture of the people of Europe – 
to the settled type of culture. This dichotomy causes special tension in the transfer of cultural constants of the Tatar 
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ethnos in the European perception. 
The Tatar language is in a condition of continuous development; besides, during globalization of economic life of 

tendency to unification of different spheres of culture even more complicated search of deep meanings in languages and 
cultures of the minority people (Ryazantsev et al, 2015; Gabdrafikov et al, 2015 & Pismennaya et al, 2015). The most 
objective monuments of language culture in our opinion are folklore texts, in particular, monuments of the Tatar national 
culture (Sayfulina & Karabulatova, 2014 & Gilazov et al, 2015). Since understanding by ethnos of the origin, historical 
destinies, the relations with neighbors (Related and unrelated) and finishing explanation of features of household, mental, 
family, peoples tribe tenor of life, habits, character of the people and properties of language the folklore as direct 
traditional creativity of national weight has imprinted in itself all properties of ethnic mentality.(Saville-Troike, 2003). In this 
regard, it would be desirable to note that some researchers see the isolation of certain subethnic groups of the Tatar 
people. So, Flera Sayfullina and Irina Karabulatova in detail analyze inner world of the Siberian Tatars, showing that the 
culture of this group has absorbed in itself cultures of peoples of the North and nearby Kazakhstan (Sayfulina & 
Karabulatova, 2014, p. 117). Various researchers specify the difficult ethnic structure of the Crimean Tatars and their 
distinctive features from Volga region Tatars (Minahan, 2000 & Fisher, 1987) 

The description of ethnic identity on Proverbs of the Tatar people is submitted actually. That causes this relevance, 
first, numerous contacts between ethnoses unify material and spiritual cultures of the nations, change habits and 
behavior of people, influence their values that leads to lose of individual and ethnic identity. Loss of cultural values even 
one small people conducts to the impoverishment of culture of all humanity. Secondly, the analysis and interpretation of 
rich folklore material of the Tatar people testifies to the uniqueness of components of the spiritual culture of Tatars, which 
needs to be kept. Therefore, also its need of fixing the system of the ethnic differentiating signs existing typical is not the 
less actual reason for studying the ethnic identity of the Tatar people. In the third, theoretical material studying  the 
designated problem shows that, despite prevalence of proverbs in the Tatar language, researches in the field of ethnic 
identity on Tatar people folklore materials have private and limited character. In the fourth, the relevance of this research 
is that it is in the course of linguistic and cultural studying of the creative heritage of ethnos, and its results allow defining 
aspects, the cornerstone ethnic identity. 

 
 Initial Material and Methods of Processing 2.

 
The functional description of the Tatar proverbs semantic field "Mine/Alien" and "Family" we combine with cognitive 
approach realizing it on the wide sociocultural background. As we know Language is in indissoluble communication with 
culture: those lines of reality which are represented relevant for carriers of the corresponding culture find reflection in 
language (Karabulatova & Polivara, 2013). The issue of the relationship between language and culture is due in large 
part to the search of a universal and concrete perception of reality bearers of different linguocultural traditions (Waltke, 
2005 & Dell, 2006; Gilazetdinova et al., 2014).  

Current research is devoted to studying of ethnic identity on Proverbs of the Tatar people. From our point of view, 
research of ethnic identity on folklore texts, in particular, on national Proverbs presents particular interest. One of the 
aspects of such research is the complex analysis of key to the cultural concepts on separate language material, certainly, 
that is obligatory in the detection of ethnic features of various people mentality. National and cultural detailed detection 
needs associative thinking specifics of various linguocultural community representatives due to the fact, that the world 
naive picture analysis is a reliable research method of the national-cultural peculiarities of the linguistic consciousness of 
speakers of those or other languages and cultures. The subject of this research is communication and linguistic features 
of ethnic identity designing. The proverbs of Tatar language is the object of research. 

Texts of the proverbs collected by N. Isanbet were the primary source of the material (Isanbet, 1967). The 
analyzed material is extracted by the method of continuous selection of this dictionary. As language material for this 
research, about 200 Tatar proverbs have served to display perception situations by the person, which are fixed in 
phraseological value or internal form of paremias. The main attention in the analysis was paid to the value of the Tatar 
proverbs. Studying of language in close connection with the person, his consciousness, thinking and practical spiritual 
activities are the priority directions of modern linguistics. A paremiological layer of languages is very interesting material 
where it is clearly visible “language - culture - ethnos”. 

Theoretical importance consists in that, that the actual material introduced into scientific circulation and theoretical 
conclusions will serve further development of the theory of ethnic identity according to the folklore text. Research of the 
ethnic-differentiating signs on the material of proverbs of Tatars with the use of the approved technique will allow adding 
and expanding ideas of the Tatar ethnic identity. Also, the theoretical importance of work consists in the description of 
linguistic means of identity construction. 
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Practical significance consists in that material that the presented research can be applied to pedagogical activity: in 
courses of ethnic-sociology, cultural science, social anthropology, ethnography, sociolinguistics, stylistics. Materials and 
conclusions of work can be useful to students of the humanitarian cycle of the not linguistic specialties studying public 
relations, advertising, journalism, psychology, and sociology. 

The methodological basis of work is caused by the character of the interpreted material. The purposes and 
problems of work assumes application of traditional research methodology in linguistics. 

The primary goal of our work is a descriptive method that is implemented in all of the following methods: 
observation, comparison, generalization and classification of the material analyzed. Also have been used the descriptive 
method, method of continuous selection of the original material of card file, elements of the quantitative analysis, 
pragmatically and substantial analysis, content analysis. 

Theoretical research base has made works of such researchers of Tatar folklore language as G. A. Nabiullina 
(Nabiullina, 2014; Zamaletdinov et al., 2014), E.N. Denmukhametova (Denmukhametova, 2009) and G.R. Mugtasimova 
(Mugtasimova, 2012); also the works devoted to the Tatar linguistic cultural studies of R.R. Zamaletdinov (Zamaletdinov, 
2010) and the questions of identity of A.A. Aminova (Aminova, 2009).It should be noted that ethnic identity of the Tatar 
people on folklore material never before was the subject of special scientific researches. However in modern domestic 
literary science more and more actual is an appeal in this context of cross-cultural identity researches in the art 
measurement. As a rule, such attempts are made to comparative researches. 

The novelty of work consists in the analysis of the ethnic identity of the Tatar people on the basis of Proverbs is a 
new approach to this question’s study. 
 

 Results of Researches 3.
 
The concept "ethnic identity" has the analytical term status (Anderson & Lee 2005; Kasinitz, Mollenkopf, Waters & 
Holdaway, 2008; Phinney & Ong, 2007; Chao & Otsuki-Clutter, 2011; Karabulatova, 2013 & Kiang, Witkow, Baldelomar, 
& Fuligni, 2010). It is realized as social identity component of personality and  considered base for creation of ethnic 
consciousness, certain system of behavioural and typical personal distinctive features by means of which the individual is 
recognized as the member of group (Torres & Ong, 2010; Mugtasimova et al., 2014; Nabiullina et al., 2014). Identity 
follows from identification process: the person associates the lines with certain qualities, characteristics and opinions of 
other person or the whole group. Scientists include in ethnic-defining characteristics also perception and thinking ways, 
the steadiest features of communication and behavior which occur thanks to belonging to certain ethnos. There are some 
examples of proverbs:    ,   - Do not quarrel with your friends, do not defend 
someone else's; If you connect strings – the lasso will turn out; The house with two hostesses is dirty. 

The process of ethnic identification is one of the most important in knowledge and traditions transfer mechanism 
implementation. Therefore, the regularities connected with this process could not but be reflected and in semantic space 
of the Tatar proverbs. One of the major categories characterizing self-identification process is category «  – » («Mine 
– Alien»). This category is one of the fundamental axes of attitude, the most important world categorization cognitive 
basis. The analysis of the Tatar Proverbs shows that the vast majority of them possesses positive semantics in what 
ethnic identity is shown. "Mine" is estimated by Tatars above (it better and closer), than "Alien." 
So, in theme group of proverbs «  – Yat» («Mine - Alien ») is expressed some leading generalized meanings: 

1) Positive assessment "of":      - The hair is more expensive than 
its alien head;     - A burden of one's choice is not felt; 

2) Negative assessment of "Alien":     - The stranger has rigid ladder;    
 - An empty hand is no lure for a hawk.; 

3) Unification "of":   ,   - The both pushes and pulls;    - With her 
we can agree;   ,     - Myne closer to him;  – ,  

  - Yours is yours, the moon will be visible to your eyes. 
The Tatar proverbs with negative semantics reflect the indifferent relation to alien problems and troubles: 

 ,   - Yours in the center, someone else on the side. 
Thus, depending on situations Tatars identifies itself either with "Mine"  with "Alien", and relationship "Mine" and 

"Alien" is caused by requirement and benefit. You should not always think  "as all" -    , 
   , but it is necessary to know what about they speak-  , 

  . Who is "Mine", and who is «Alien», the person decides finally selecting the position for the 
evaluation, in accordance with which category may become insignificant «good – bad», «the necessary – 
unnecessary»:    ,   - Do not quarrel with your friends, do not defend someone 
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else's;    ,     - When there is  good aliens, then there is no - yours good. Thus, 
you will not share "Mine" misfortune neither with the friend nor with the enemy as evidenced paremic options: 

  - Everyone has their custom. 
One more unit, which contents is embodied in the Proverbs testifying to the position of self-identification of Tatars – 

is « » («Family»). The relation in the family is one of the most interesting and many-sided subjects in the Tatar 
paremiology. For the characteristic of the family and related relations those proverbs are used to indicate either the 
closest or the weakest related communications. For example,   ,    - On an equal footing 
with equal, the skirt with sleeve is good;    ,     - I thought raspberry, but 
proved viburnum;   ,    - Tree- apple, mother-child;   –  

 - To give the husband – to give soul.  
The Tatars have a positive attitude towards marriage; note the importance of this event in a person's life, the need 

to treat this with the utmost seriousness and responsibility.  –     – Marriage - takes 
place once in the life of people;        – Marriage - is not buying the horse at 
market;     ,     – Marriage is not a coat sewing, if you do not 
fit, you can not sell it. There are more proverbs in the Tatar language, which embody the possibility of all-around 
characteristics of family relationships. It is manifested in the relations between personality traits of people. Proof of this 
are such proverbs -  ,   – Do not judge him by his strength of hands, but see what spirit he 
has;  ,   – Do not look at color, look at work;    ,   

 - Where forward wheel, there is back wheel;    ,     - The owner 
who takes, the dog will wave its tail for him. 

Clear and devoted love – here those relations which are highly appreciated by the Tatar people:   
,    - The love for money is not on sale, I smother not perhaps to find money;  

 ,     - The debauchery sets, the love leaves;    , 
   - The soul can be general, but darling - none;   ,    

 – Love is not a charity, you do not give it just to anyone;   ,   ,     – 
Beautiful there is a lot of, but darling is one;    ,     – Balance and weight 
together is similar to husband and wife together. Indeed, honesty, loyalty, self-sacrifice - the quality of those who know 
how to be friends and love. Quite the opposite sense to have the following proverb:   ,  

  – Than wife incapable, the capable dog is better;  ,   – Do not hope for the husband, 
hope for people;   – , ,      – The husband – the sweet enemy, has told one 
woman. 

Tatars condemn hypocrisy, treachery and revenge:     – At the bad wife the husband whores; 
     – Who looks in two parties, that has no belief. Proverbs are advised, however: 
  ,   - Even if it is not sweet, tell the truth. 

Often family life is not all right, in fact, often things get complicated, problematic situations arise:  ,  
,  ,   If the chicken will enter, the garbage turns out, when will somebody enter,  the words  will be 

heared. 
Number of proverbs reflect as the beginning of the relations between spouses (    ,  
   – To whom has connected, with that and you will live), and rupture of the family and related 

relations (  ,   – It is well to connect, badly to leave;     
  – At the end of each meeting there is partying). 

Quite often situations when partners, constantly communicating with each other meet, do not perceive information 
about each other, about own qualities, habits, interests and affairs. And as a result, cases when family disorders become 
property of the public:    ,     – The wife will glorify the husband, 
the orphan will glorify the woman;   ,     – Fussy wife ill fame husband; 

   ,     – Who is derided by the husband, that is derided by the world, 
who is praised by the husband, that is praised by the world;     – Who is oppressed by the husband, 
that is oppressed by the world. 

Usually at Tatars people around try to make impact on the course of the relations in family:  
    – Whom God has joined, man can’t divide them; ,    – 

Not brushing and frying pan not atlases;  ,   – Without seeing the reason, the weapon 
will not be. In this situation proverbs warn:        – Between the husband and the 
wife's hair will not even pass;        – The husband, and the wife are made of 
one twig;       ( ) – The husband and the wife are made of one dough. 
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Summarizing, should be noted that Proverbs of the Tatar people are a concentration of background knowledge for 
identification of the people, help to study culture, mentality more deeply. 
 

 Conclusion 4.
 
Taylor, analyzing proverbs, specifies that the proverb is the unique invention of the person where basic knowledge of the 
people about reality is in common form reflected. This knowledge is given laconic shape passes from father to son (1994, 
p. 8). Proverbs are used in identity designing as they carry out two language functions – discursively (closely connected 
with cumulative) and socialization function. The first function reflects person informative processes (thinking), formation 
and thoughts logical connection in time thanks to what language acts as individual thinking tool base which proceeds, like 
a rule, in verbal forms. Thereof "research of language is one of the ways of studying of thinking" (Shkolovaya, 2005 & 
Öztürkmen, 1992).  

Some philologists researches directed on ethnic identity studying. They are connected mainly with folklore material 
studying, separate components specifics of structure, however, and began to be made recent attempts of idioms studying 
in various discourses (Romero, Meeder & Kleinberg, 2015). Definition and  description of the ethnic identity on such 
material are undertaken in the book V.A. Glukhov & N.N. Glukhov "System reconstruction of the Mari ethnic identity". In 
the monograph, ethnic identity is understood as identity of the culture of ethnos to itself. Ethnic identity is considered as a 
system. This assumption is based on an understanding of human culture, in a certain order of elements (components, 
values) including language, religion, morals, art, science, and equipment. According to V.A. Glukhov and N. N. Glukhova 
difficulty of determination of ethnic identity consists in the lack of standard using that it is possible to measure and 
interpret ethnic origin. In the specified monograph, the solution to this problem is proposed, and as a result of the 
reconstruction of three leading subsystems of national experience by authors the folklore standard of the Mari ethnic 
identity is built. The innovative complex technique receives it means including as use of humanities traditional receptions, 
and the quantitative assessment that is carried out using coefficients of linear correlation (Glukhov, 2007; Yusupova et 
al., 2014). 
 

 Conclusion 5.
 
Summing up the Tatar people ethnic identity research problems research, it is possible to conclude, that the problems 
considered in the article, certainly, do not cover all range of questions, concerning phenomenon of ethnic identity. We 
consider important to note that many questions raised in article demand special studying and make, in our opinion, the 
prospect of further researches of ethnic identity.  

The value of linguistic work in the field of identity consists in the understanding of the importance of those speech 
efforts that are made by the person for the statement of in this world. Language is one of the most important means of 
familiarizing with personal and others' culture, and also awareness of ethnic identity. Thus, in the paremic case of the 
Tatar language the most ancient and steady archetypes of ethnic consciousness created at the formation of the nation 
are postponed. In proverbial sayings, the Tatar people speak about themself. 

So, for studying the problem of ethnic identity also the folklore, namely proverbs as possess own, special reliability 
and the special objectivity can be a reliable source. The following provisions cause the choice of folklore. In its typical 
situations of the relations are reflected in spheres: person, person society, person nature. Through folklore completeness, 
ethnos life way as it reflects all significant parties of human activity is shown, forms variety of norms and data on the 
world around and, as a result - behavior model of the person. At last, the folklore, owing to the general availability, is used 
for various segments of the population, providing, thereby, continuity in space and in time. 

National aphorisms carry out some cognitive and pragmatically functions, being a manifestation of an active aspect 
of popular wisdom, is active in respect of broadcast of the codes of culture necessary for the preservation of ethnic 
identity. Considering Proverbs, we allocate some problem situations in which it is accepted to appeal to popular wisdom 
fund, – first of all, these are the issues connected with a person personal space concept – self-identification problem. In 
Tatar language Proverbs fund, these categories are reflected first of all in proverbs, with lexical subject«  – » («Mine 
– Alien»)  « » («Family»).  

In summary, it should be noted that traditional values of local cultures, their historical past, and religious views 
have still essential impact on the formation of deep layers of identity. Preservation of own traditions and cultural wealth 
and their promotion in the world, the formation of the feeling of national pride at respect for other people have to become 
the basis of ethnic identification in the modern world. 
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